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Abstract—Network measurement provides rich data for
network monitoring, control, and management. In-band network
telemetry (INT) is a new network measurement technology that
uses normal data packet to collect network information hop-by-
hop. However, the design and implementation of INT protocol
cannot do anything about packet loss: (1) The end-to-end teleme-
try mechanism makes INT unable to detect packet loss; (2) Since
data packets may be lost due to various reasons, INT telemetry
information will inevitably be lost. In summary, INT system by
itself is unreliable. Incomplete telemetry data will seriously affect
the performance of upper-layer network telemetry applications.
In this paper, we present our successful experience in INT packet
loss monitoring. We design, implement, and open source a power-
ful packet loss monitoring system for INT, called LossSight. The
functions of LossSight include the detection of packet loss events,
the deduction of the time and location of the losses, the diagnose
of the root cause of the losses, and the recovery of the lost INT
information. Experiment results show that LossSight provides
excellent performance and extremely low overhead, including
detection accuracy and diagnostic precision close to 100%, and
detection latency of just milliseconds. In particular, LossSight
uses a generative adversarial network to recover lost telemetry
information, with excellent accuracy and reliability. LossSight has
been running stably in the supercomputing interconnection envi-
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ronment of the National Supercomputing Center in Jinan. We
suggest that all INT applications that require reliable telemetry
information should be implemented based on LossSight.

Index Terms—In-band network telemetry, network measure-
ment, alternate-marking performance measurement, loss detec-
tion, loss localization, data completion, generative adversarial
network.

I. INTRODUCTION

NETWORK telemetry is a new network measurement
method that can quickly collect and integrate network

status data for monitoring the quality of networks and
services [1]. Network telemetry can be divided into in-band
network telemetry (INT) and out-band network telemetry
(ONT). The main characteristic of INT can be summarized
as using normal data packets to carry the status information
of switching devices, instead of using specifically dedicated
packets. INT allows us to obtain an accurate hop-by-hop view
of the status of end-to-end network services. This potential has
attracted the attention of academia and industry. There are two
representative solutions to achieve in-band network telemetry,
INT led by P4 [2] and IOAM led by IETF [3].

The basic operation of INT is shown in the left part of
Figure 1: When a data packet enters the first switching device,
this node (the INT Source Node) inserts an INT header includ-
ing the INT telemetry instruction and also the collected data
in the INT metadata field. Then, the packet is forwarded to
the next switching device (the INT Transit Hop Node), which
adds its own INT metadata according to the telemetry instruc-
tion. After passing through all the INT Transit Hop Nodes, the
packet reaches the last switching device (the INT Sink Node).
The INT Sink Node extracts the INT header and all INT meta-
data, and sends them to the Telemetry Server. In this way, the
Telemetry Server can collect telemetry metadata from the data
plane, including device-level ingress/egress metadata values.

Recently, numerous INT-based network measurement solu-
tions have been proposed, offering ways of obtaining one-
way delay [4], tail latency [5], available bandwidth [6],
queue depth [7], network traffic [8], switch processing
delay [9], QoS/SLA [10] or SFC performance [11]. In addi-
tion, advanced INT-based network controls offer network
efficiency improvements, including congestion control [12],
routing decisions [13], [14], abnormal detection [15], path
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Fig. 1. In the left side, INT operation description and an example of the lost of telemetry packets. In the right side, obtained monitoring results.

tracing [5] and artificial intelligence-based network manage-
ment [16], [17].

However, according to the survey [1] of above-mentioned
research works and our practical experience in deploying INT,
we have discovered the following facts that we would like to
highlight:

1) There is no useful solution for the measurement of INT
packet loss.1 There are some high-performance packet
loss measurement solutions [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
[24], [25], but none of them have been integrated into
INT. It is worth noting that there is a proposal using INT
to measure packet loss rate [26]. However, this solution
belongs to active measurement alternatives, which are
based on the injection of synthetic traffic (active probes)
for monitoring tasks. Therefore, it measures the packet
loss rate of probe packets instead of per-flow loss rate. It
would be desirable the definition of a packet loss detec-
tion and localization solution based solely on the own
INT packets.

2) Existing INT applications [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] do not con-
sider the impact of INT packet loss on measurement
results. Although the Telemetry Server continues receiv-
ing INT reports, the telemetry information is incom-
plete due to the INT packet losses. Thus, telemetry
information related to critical network failures is lost
along with data packets. In order to prove that the loss
of telemetry information does affect the performance of

1 The latest version of INT specification [2] divides INT into three types:
INT-XD, INT-MX and INT-MD. The first two draw on the ideas of iFIT [18]
and IOAM [3]. INT Metadata is reported hop-by-hop, so the collected data
can be directly used for loss measurement. But for INT-MD, the working
principle of reporting only by the last hop makes it uncontrollable to packet
loss. In this work, we only discuss INT-MD, that is, how to measure telemetry
packet loss when only Sink Node exports metadata.

the upper-layer telemetry application, we evaluated the
performance of anomaly detection in [15] under differ-
ent packet loss rates. Results are shown in Figure 2.
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is implemented
with Tensorflow, 128 neurons, and a single hidden layer.
The mean square error is chosen for loss function, 0.001
for the learning rate and 150,000 for the iteration num-
ber. We evaluate the performance of the classification
in terms of accuracy, precisions, recall and F1 score.
The results show RNN model trained in an environ-
ment where loss rate is zero cannot accurately classify
abnormal traffic in a lossy network. The reason is that
packet loss destroys the input-data characteristics (dura-
tion, hop latency, flow latency and queue occupancy) of
the RNN model. Since the INT packet losses are not
reported, the RNN model is ignorant about this nega-
tive information and consequently, it cannot observe the
real network status. Without any special supplementary
schemes, the Telemetry Server will not be aware that
telemetry flow is experiencing packet losses. Therefore,
the performance of network monitoring, control, man-
agement, and optimization that use telemetry data will
be affected by the incomplete telemetry information.

3) INT should have a deeper understanding of packet
loss events. With the continuous improvement of the
performance of network devices and links, the prob-
ability of an accidental packet loss has become very
low. The occurrence of packet losses usually means that
the network, and consequently the data traffic is experi-
encing significant problems. As shown in the right of
Figure 1 (INT Monitor Panel), the Telemetry Server
just receives and processes the telemetry reports of INT
packets #1, #3, #4 and #5 without knowing that the other
INT packets were generated but lost at some point of the
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Fig. 2. Performance of the RNN model proposed in [15] under different
packet loss rates.

path. Hop-by-hop information (e.g., processing delay or
queue depth) and the knowledge of packet losses can
be used to identify different network events, such as
network congestion, network failures or attacks [12].
By accurately identifying the cause of packet loss, INT
can understand network status in more detail, and adopt
different processing strategies to deal with the network
problems.

4) Detecting and classifying packet loss are only the basic
requirements of a network monitoring system. Since
telemetry information is lost along with normal data
packets, an important thing for INT is to recover lost
telemetry information as much as possible. If the incom-
plete in-band network telemetry results are recovered
and fed to the upper-level applications represented by
network monitoring, control and management, network
administrators will get benefits that would otherwise be
impossible.

In response to the above facts and needs, our goal is to
make up for the deficiencies of INT in the presence of packet
loss. We have customized a variety of packet loss monitoring
functions for INT, including detection of packet loss events,
deduction of the time and location of packet loss, analysis of
the cause of packet loss, and recovery of lost INT information.
These functions constitute a complete INT packet loss moni-
toring system, LossSight,2 which helps network administrators
to gain insight into packet loss events, improve network visu-
alization and troubleshoot network failures. The detection and
localization functions have been reported in previous work
FindINT [28]. Compared with FindINT, LossSight improves
the detection function and the localization function, and adds
the diagnosis function and the recovery function.

As far as we know, this is the first work that discusses
the impact of packet loss on measurement results of an INT
system and proposes a complete solution mechanism for INT.

In summary, the innovations of this paper include:
1) We propose an AM (Alternate Marking)-based

INT loss detection and localization mechanism (see
Sections IV-B and IV-C). The INT node maintains a
packet counter for each flow, and alternately marks the
telemetry data packet while performing INT operations.
Fulfilling the available standards and Internet Drafts [2],

2The demonstration video of LossSight is available in [27].

this mechanism allows INT to perceive packet loss
events in actual networks. We propose two Loss Bit cod-
ing schemes, Single-bit Alternate Marking (SAM) and
Multi-bit Cycle Marking (MCM). The former requires
less bandwidth, and the latter offers higher accuracy.

2) We propose an analysis mechanism for deducing the
root cause of packet loss based on collected mark-
ing results (see Section IV-D). Combining detection and
localization, this mechanism can effectively diagnose the
causes of packet loss such as random, congestion, and
blackhole drop.

3) We propose a recovery method based on genera-
tive adversarial network (GAN) for lost telemetry
information (see Section IV-E). Based on the incom-
plete telemetry result and the diagnosis of loss pattern,
GAN can learn the data characteristics of different
packet loss patterns and fill in with values close to
original values.

4) We implement and open source the above mech-
anism on P4 switch (code available in [29]).
Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed system
can measure per-flow packet loss with low over-
head and high accuracy. Combined with tools such
as INTCollector [30], telemetry information is more
complete.

5) We publish the first in-band network telemetry
packet loss dataset captured by LossSight [31]. This
dataset details INT packet loss in a real network envi-
ronment, including measured telemetry metadata, loss
mark, loss time, and root cause of loss. The dataset
size is 9.68 MB, covering 7 different packet loss scenar-
ios. Each scene contains about 10,000 lines of telemetry
results under real traffic that lasts about 1 hour. We have
achieved high detection accuracy, diagnosis accuracy
and recovery performance on this dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the related work of detection and recovery of
packet loss. Section III presents the mathematical descrip-
tion of in-band network telemetry and clarifies some concepts.
Section IV describes in detail the design goals and func-
tional components of LossSight. Section V introduces the
experiment results and analyzes the performance and over-
head of LossSight. Section VI discusses the research direction
of LossSight. Section VII summarizes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Some packet loss measurement and localization schemes
have been proposed, as we summarized in Table I. These
methods can be divided into active and passive approaches.

OpenNetwork [19] and FlowRadar [20] are active and
centralized approaches where a SDN controller continuously
monitors the flows by polling involved switches. Defining
an adequate polling mechanism and selecting the polling
frequency are key aspects of these solutions. LossRadar [21]
also captures per-flow counters at each switch at a fine time
scale (e.g., tens of milliseconds), and compares the counters at
two nearby hops to detect packet loss. So, LossRadar requires
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SOME PACKET LOSS MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS

accurate time synchronization of devices across the network,
accompanied by a high detection latency. NetBouncer [22] and
RINGLM [23] are also active measurement solutions based on
the definition and injection of specific probe packets. Since the
above solutions are based on polling mechanisms injecting
probe packets, their performance depends on the frequency of
the queries. Consequently, the balance between the acquisition
of enough monitoring information and the involved network
overhead is a relevant parameter [26]. INT_DETECT [26]
uses INT to measure loss by constructing probes. However,
INT_DETECT can only measure the packet loss experienced
by the probes, but the service. In general, the active approaches
are not applicable to INT-MD. The purpose of the active
approaches is to measure the packet loss rate of the probe flow,
and the purpose of LossSight is to measure the packet loss rate
of the telemetry flow for INT-MD. LossSight does not intro-
duce additional traffic and does not affect the measurement
results.

Cociglio [24] and PF-PLM [25] are representative solutions
of the alternate-marking performance measurement (AM-
PM) method. They only need a few bits to achieve loss

measurement. However, their marks are updated periodically,
which requires strict time synchronization too. Cociglio and
PF-PLM have inspired our work: AM-PM can be applied
to INT packets to know when packet loss have occurred.
VTrace [34] diagnoses packet loss by installing “coloring,
matching and logging” rules. It has been deployed in Alibaba
Cloud for more than 20 months. However, the lightweight of
VTrace in data collection is accompanied by the complexity of
back-end processing. VTrace needs to reconstruct the true for-
warding path of lost packets from a large number of statistical
logs, which may become a performance bottleneck.

Unlike the aforementioned network-centric monitoring solu-
tions, Pingmesh [32] is a server-centric monitoring solution.
Pingmesh actively sends PING messages to detect network
quality. It is used in large data center networks by Microsoft.
According to the packet loss information, Pingmesh can diag-
noses at least four different causes of loss. PTPmesh [37] uses
Precision Time Protocol to achieve higher precision delay and
packet loss measurement.

The focus of the above solutions lies in packet loss detec-
tion, localization, and root cause analysis, which are often
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studied independently. In the case of INT-based telemetry
systems, since telemetry information is lost along with nor-
mal data packets, the recovery of lost information based on
loss detection is a very important requirement.

The recovery of INT telemetry information can also be seen
as a problem of lost data restoration. For INT, there is no
relevant research work yet. However, there are some recovery
methods in the field of network measurement in the recent
years. These methods can be divided into the following four
categories:

1) Statistics-based methods: These methods include Last
Value Filling (LastVF), Mean Value Filling (MeanVF),
Median Value Filling (MedianVF), and Common Value
Filling (ComVF) [38]. However, statistical methods tend
to ignore important features of telemetry information.
For example, packet loss caused by micro bursts is often
accompanied by abnormalities in the switch queue depth
value collected by INT. The filling value of statistical
methods is usually too conservative.

2) Machine Learning-based methods: These methods first
use machine learning algorithms to fit the distribu-
tion of the original dataset, and then generate a cus-
tomized filling value for each missing value. Common
methods include K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [39] and
Expectation Maximization (EM) [40].

3) Matrix-based methods: These methods exploit two-
dimensional global information to estimate the lost
measurement data. For instance, Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) [41], Sparsity Regularized SVD
(SRSVD) [42], Matrix Completion (MC) [43], Low-rank
Matrix Fitting algorithm (LMaFit) [44]. These methods
assume a specific model of the data-generating process
and the pattern of lost data.

4) Tensor-based methods: These methods are recognized as
promising solutions [45]. NTC [35] is a novel neural ten-
sor completion scheme to effectively model three-order
interaction among data features with the outer product
and build a 3D interaction map. MC-GPU [36] utilizes
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) to enable parallel
matrix factorization for high-speed and highly accurate
matrix completion. These methods are suitable for large-
scale INT, where the lack of a large number of telemetry
data will seriously affect the recovery performance.

In summary, according to our survey, there is currently no
suitable solution suitable for the identified tasks in the field
of INT monitoring. In addition, packet loss detection, local-
ization, diagnosis, and lost information recovery need to be
completed at the same time.

III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INT-BASED LOSSY

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

In this section, we present the mathematical description
and notation of an in-band network telemetry system, and the
impact of packet loss on telemetry results.

A. Notation of INT-Based Telemetry Information

We define that the start time of the telemetry process is t1
and the end time is t2. So from t1 to t2, the number of INT

nodes participating in telemetry is m , and the total number of
INT packets is n .

The telemetry metadata is O , and the possible values of O
are O = {o1, o2, . . . , ok}. As an example, queue occupancy
(in bytes, cells, or packets) that the INT packet observes in the
device while being forwarded. Considering the INT specifica-
tion [2], queue occupancy is a 24-bit value, and consequently,
O = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 16777215}.

If there is no packet loss on the network, the Telemetry
Server will receive n INT reports and separate m×n telemetry
metadata values. The real network state Y is a matrix with m
rows and n columns:

Y =

⎡
⎢⎣
y11 · · · y1n
...

. . .
...

ym1 · · · ymn

⎤
⎥⎦ (1)

where yij ∈ X , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n .

B. Impact of Packet Loss on INT-Based Telemetry
Information

If the Telemetry Server does not receive the telemetry
report when it should have been received, an INT packet
loss event has happened. We define the loss matrix A =
diag(a1, a2, . . . , ai , . . . , an ) where

ai =

{
1, if the packet is not lost
Null , if the packet is lost

(2)

If the i -th telemetry packet is lost at the j -th INT node, ai =
Null . i indicates the loss time and j indicates the loss location.
Thus, the telemetry result observed by the Telemetry Server,
if it implements a loss detection function, can be expressed as
matrix Z :

Z = Y × A =

⎡
⎢⎣
y11 · · · Null · · · y1n
...

. . . Null
. . .

...
ym1 · · · Null · · · ymn

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

However, if no INT loss monitoring mechanism is adopted,
the telemetry system will not be able to construct the loss
matrix A and evaluate the impact of packet loss on the teleme-
try result Z . In this paper, we introduce the use of the alternate
marking method to construct the loss matrix A and calculate
the telemetry result matrix Z .

C. Some Definitions

This section introduces some additional terms related to
LossSight. Their relationship is shown in Figure 3.

1) Loss Rate [46]: The ratio of the number between
telemetry reports which should have been received but
which have not been received and the number of all
telemetry packets.3

lossrate =
n − tr(A)

n
(4)

2) Loss Time: It indicates when the loss happened, that is,
the INT reports that are not received. Consequently it
indicates the set of subscripts of Null elements in the
loss matrix A.

3Replace the Null element with 0 in A for calculation.
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Fig. 3. Several matrices involved in LossSight and their relationships.

TABLE II
METHODS TO EVALUATE RECOVERY ERROR

3) Loss Location: Network nodes where INT packets are
lost. Since the INT telemetry path goes through different
nodes from the INT Source Node to the INT Sink Node,
it uses the switch identifier to indicate the loss location.

4) Loss Interval: The difference between the sequence
number of two lost packets [47]. For example, if the
telemetry packet with sequence number 10 is lost, and
the sequence number of the next lost telemetry packet
is 30, then the packet loss interval is 20.

5) Loss Period: We will consider that a group of con-
secutively lost telemetry packets belongs to the same
telemetry loss period. Assuming that Pi is the i -th
telemetry packet, we define the function f (Pi ):

f (Pi ) =

{
1, if the packet is lost
0, if the packet is not lost

(5)

If f (Pi ) = 1 and f (Pi−1) = 0, it is considered that a
new loss period has started; if f (Pi−1) = 1 and f (Pi ) =
0, the loss period ends.

6) Recovery Error: A performance parameter to evalu-
ate the recovery algorithm. It represents the deviation
between the recovery result matrix R and the real
state matrix Y . As shown in Table II, we can use
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE)
or Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to calculate the
recovery error.

7) Loss Pattern: Due to different loss scenarios, such
as random packet loss and non-random packet loss,
congestion packet loss and non-congestion packet loss,
transient packet loss and persistent packet loss, we can
divide packet loss into different patterns. According
to recent research, the common models for evaluat-
ing a packet loss pattern include Bernoulli Model,

Fig. 4. Four function components of LossSight and a simple process diagram.

Gilbert Model, Markov Model and Double Regression
Model [48].

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN OF LOSSSIGHT

In this section, we enumerate the main design goals and
requirements of the LossSight system, summarize its function-
ality and describe the key components (detection, localization,
diagnosis and recovery).

A. Design Goals and Overview

Based on the aforementioned technical requirements,
LossSight system should achieve the following goals:

1) Low-overhead packet loss detection and localization:
Compared with existing telemetry systems, LossSight
helps INT to detect when and where packet loss has
occurred.

2) Accurate analysis of the causes of packet loss: When
packet loss occurs, the system should quickly find the
problematic virtual or physical network device, and
analyze the cause of the packet loss.

3) Lost telemetry information recovery to enhance INT
measurement results as much as possible.

4) The system should be compatible with the existing
INT architecture and protocols, avoiding unnecessary
changes.

In order to carry out the tasks of detection and recov-
ery of packet loss, LossSight should have the aforementioned
four functions: detection, localization, diagnosis, and recovery
(relating to when, where, why packet loss occurred, and what
telemetry information was lost). The function components are
shown in Figure 4 and described in detail in the following
sections.

B. Detection Component

Alternate-marking performance measurement (AM-PM)
method is described in [49] and standardized in [50]. It realizes
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Fig. 5. Processing pipeline of Protocol-Independent Switch Architecture.

Fig. 6. The detection process of LossSight.

efficient measurement of delay and packet loss by periodi-
cally changing a 1-bit or 2-bit coloring flag. In AM-PM, every
packet of the monitored flow carries 1 or 2 marking bits that
are used for signaling and coordinating measurement events
across the measurement points. For packet loss measurements,
a periodically alternating marker, Color Bit, is dividing the
traffic into consecutive blocks of data. By counting the number
of packets in each block and comparing the values measured
by different network devices along the path, it is possible to
measure packet loss occurred in any single block between any
two points [51]. Applying the AM-PM method to INT, we
proposed and designed the marking protocol and two marking
strategies.

Figure 5 describes the representative Protocol-Independent
Switch Architecture (PISA) processing pipeline of a pro-
grammable switch [52], where the marking process is imple-
mented as part of the egress pipeline. After inserting the
telemetry header, the INT Source Node also marks this teleme-
try packet. As shown in Figure 6, the simplest way of marking
is alternate marking: for the first packet, the INT Source Node
sets the loss flag bit to 1, the second packet is set to 0, the third
packet is set to 1, and so on. More reliable and efficient mark-
ing schemes are described in Section IV-B2. INT Sink Node
reports the telemetry information to the Telemetry Server. The

Fig. 7. INT-MD metadata header format.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of two marking strategies: (a) Single-bit Alternate
Marking (SAM), (b) Multi-bit Cycle Marking (MCM).

Telemetry Server (INT server or INT collector in the figure)
detects the loss events and calculates the loss rate based on
the successively received loss flags. If the Telemetry Server
does not receive the marking information it should receive, a
packet loss has occurred.

1) Protocol Design: As shown in Figure 7, LossSight can
use 1 or more bits (L), in the reserved field of the INT-MD
protocol header to mark a telemetry packet. We call it Loss
Bit field.

2) Marking Strategies: We introduce two packet loss
marking strategies, Single-bit Alternate Marking (SAM) and
Multi-bit Cycle Marking (MCM).
• Single-bit Alternate Marking (SAM) If Loss Bit field

is 1-bit long, the marking action of the INT Source Node is
triggered by the arriving of a packet. The INT Source Node
changes the Loss Bit from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 every p/2
telemetry packets. For example, if marking period p = 10 (see
Figure 8 (a)), the INT Source Node marks the Loss Bit of the
first 5 INT packets as 1 and then the Loss Bit of last 5 INT
packets as 0.

We assume that there is no out-of-order packet in the
network, and each random packet loss is independent. Under
these conditions, when the packet loss probability is extremely
low, the alternate marking (p = 2) can work normally. When
the random packet loss rate on the network is high or there
are congestion losses, the probability of losing 2 neighboring
packets increases. In this case, alternate marking (p = 2) does
not allow us to detect that the telemetry flow has lost two
consecutive packets. This will cause the measured loss rate to
be less than the true loss rate.
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Assuming that network has m hops, and the random packet
loss rate of each hop is εi , i = 1, . . . ,m , the end-to-end
random packet loss rate ε of telemetry packets is

ε = 1−
m∏
i=1

(1− εi ). (6)

The probability P of consecutive loss of p telemetry
packets is

P = εp =

[
1−

m∏
i=1

(1− εi )

]p
. (7)

Because SAM strategy can identify the consecutive loss of
no more than p telemetry packets, a larger marking period
can improve the confidence of telemetry results. According
to Equation (7), when the packet loss rate is less than 20%,
the probability of continuous packet losses is very low. For
higher loss rates, the detection accuracy will be improved by
increasing the marking period.

We use the time interval T between the occurrence of packet
loss and the detection of packet loss to evaluate the detec-
tion sensitivity. Obviously, detection sensitivity is affected
by different factors such as network traffic, topology size or
packet loss location. At this point, we consider that the arrival
of telemetry packets obeys the Poisson distribution with λ,
the hop-by-hop delay is di , i = 1, . . . ,m , and the transmis-
sion and processing delay between the INT Sink Node and
Telemetry Server is dSink2Server . Thus, Tmin and Tmax val-
ues can be defined as follows. The minimum detection interval
Tmin represents the detection interval of the last telemetry
packet loss at the last hop before the marking strategy change.
The maximum detection interval Tmax represents the detec-
tion of the loss of the first telemetry packet at the first hop
after the marking strategy change.

The distribution function of time interval t between the
arrival of two adjacent packets is

F (t ;λ) = 1− e−λt , t ≥ 0. (8)

The expectation of Tmin and Tmax can be expressed as

E{Tmin} = E{T} = 1

λ
(9)

E{Tmax} = p

2
E{T}+

n∑
i=1

di + dSink2Server

=
p

2λ
+

n∑
i=1

di + dSink2Server . (10)

According to Equation (10), the larger the marking period,
the lower the detection sensitivity. Therefore, although only
1-bit is used, SAM needs a suitable marking period to balance
detection robustness and sensitivity.
• Multi-bit Cycle Marking (MCM) As shown in

Figure 8 (b), LossSight can use a longer Loss Bit field in
order to include sequence information in the telemetry pack-
ets. This marking strategy is called Multi-bit Cycly Marking
(MCM).

Fig. 9. The design idea of detection and localization.

Fig. 10. Loss Bit encoding method (SAM) for loss localization. INT reports
in red are inferred after applying loss detection and loss location algorithms.

Fig. 11. Loss Bit encoding method (MCM) for loss localization. INT reports
in red are inferred after applying loss detection and loss location algorithms.

Assuming that the length of the Loss Bit field of MCM is l ,
in a similar to Equation (7), the probability P of consecutive
loss of 2l telemetry packets is

P = εp =

[
1−

m∏
i=1

(1− εi )

]2l
. (11)

The longer the Loss Bit field, the better it can adapt to
higher packet loss scenario. When the packet loss rate is less
than 10%, the recognition accuracy of the five lengths are all
greater than 99%. MCM strategy can reduce but cannot solve
completely the detected error events caused by out-of-order
packets.

Since each telemetry report carries sequence information,
the Telemetry Server can deduce which telemetry packet is lost
according to the received Loss Bit values. So, the expectation
of detection sensitivity is [ 1λ ,

1
λ +

∑n
i=1 di + dSink2Server ].

C. Localization Component

Localization Component applies the aforementioned detec-
tion mechanism from INT source to all INT nodes. As shown
in Figure 9, all INT Nodes maintain the marking counter for
each flow and add their own Loss Bit value in turn. The Loss
Bit field can be specified by the Instruction Bitmap and stored
in the INT metadata inserted by each node hop-by-hop in the
INT Metadata Stack. Those counters are integrated into the
INT operation involving little overhead.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the packet loss localization
under the two marking strategies. The INT packets should pass
through four switches, but some of them are lost at some points
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF LOSS PATTERNS

Fig. 12. Three loss patterns: (a) Random, (b) Congestion, (c) Blackhole.

of the paths. As a result, the Telemetry Server will be able to
build the matrix shown in Figure 10 (SAM) and Figure 11
(MCM) according to the received telemetry reports. The prin-
ciple of packet loss location can be described as follows: if
the marking sequence (associated to a switch) received by the
Telemetry Server does not conform to the expected marking
sequence, a packet loss has occurred. As can be deduced,
MCM strategy allows LossSight to obtain a more accurate
measure of loss time and loss location. The dashed box indi-
cates when the packet loss can have happened. For example, in
the SAM example, the first packet loss is detected after receiv-
ing the INT report numbered in the figure as #4 (INT reports
are not internally numbered), but it could have happened in
any of the position marked by the dashed box. At the same
time, MCM offers better localization sensitivity. Algorithm 1
describes the process of packet loss localization more gener-
ally. To infer packet loss location, Algorithm 1 traverses and
checks the telemetry result matrix Z from the lower left cor-
ner to the right corner, comparing the received and expected
markers. As can be seen (line 3 and line 9), different loss
detection and localization algorithms are applied depending
on the marking strategy (SAM or MCM). It should be noted
that for the SAM marking, the algorithm may not be able to
accurately locate the time and location of some losses, which
is consistent with Figure 10.

D. Diagnosis Component

The diagnosis component of LossSight offers a classification
and root cause diagnosis for single INT flows, based on dif-
ferent loss patterns that consider the flow-related information
such as 5-tuple, flow ID, loss locations, and loss timestamps.
Assuming that there are multiple INT flows in the network, the
diagnosis could be done through mutual verification between
them.

Based on a previous research [21], we distinguish four main
types of packet loss patterns. As is shown in Table III, common
packet loss can be divided into random, congestion, blackhole,
and unknown [53]. Figure 12 draws an abstract description of
these first three loss patterns.

Algorithm 1: Loss Localization Algorithm
Input: Marking Strategy: SAM or MCM ; Marking

Period: P ; Loss Bit Length: l ; Number of
Telemetry Nodes: m; Number of received INT
Reports: nn; Number of Telemetry Packets: n;
Telemetry Result Matrix (Marking Matrix): Z .

Output: Loss Location Matrix: L.
1 Function loss_localization is

// Initialize Matrix L with 1.
2 L = ones(m,n) ;

// Infer packet loss location.
3 if marking_strategy == SAM then /* SAM */
4 for j = 1, 2, ... , nn do
5 for i = m, ... , 2, 1 do
6 if (j+loss_count(i,j))%p < (p2 -1) &&

Z (i ,j ) != 1) || (j+loss_count(i,j)%p >
(p2 -1) && Z (i ,j ) != 0) then

7 L(i ,j+loss_count(1,n)) = Null ;
8 break ;

9 else
10 for j = 1, 2, ..., nn do /* MCM */
11 for i = m, ... , 2, 1 do
12 if (Z (i ,j+1)-Z (i ,j ) != 1) ||

(Z (i ,j+1)-Z (i ,j ) != (-2l+1) then
13 L(i ,j+loss_count(1,n)) = Null ;
14 break;

15 return L;

16 Function loss_count(i,j) is
17 int count = 0;
18 for ii = i, ... , m do
19 for jj = 1, ... , j do
20 if L(ii,jj) == Null) then
21 count++;

22 return count;

// loss_count(i,j) is the function to
calculate the number of historical
packet loss from the ith switch to
the mth switch until j.

Random loss is evenly distributed over time. There are
two reasons for this loss pattern: hardware and software. In
modern data center networks, the probability of random loss
caused by hardware is lower than 10−6 [54]. Software bugs or
faulty interfaces in switches may randomly drop some pack-
ets according to the route in the network or packet header
information [55].

Congestion loss is bursty [21] and the gap between back-
to-back losses is only a few microseconds [56]. Taking
TCP traffic as an example, TCP sender sends a batch of
packets every RTT, and the flows that experience losses
will shrink their congestion windows, so in the next RTT
congestion is much less likely to happen. Congestion is
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the most serious event that causes loss, because some
telemetry information related to congestion will be lost with
the packet, such as switch queue depth, and processing
delay.

Blackhole loss can be divided into transient blackhole and
persistent blackhole [32]. For this pattern of loss, LossSight
will not receive any INT report, because all the packets go
through the routing blackhole. Unlike the other cases, the
detection of blackhole loss would require the implication of
the SDN controller. This situation can be detected by the SDN
controller comparing the matching counters of the flow tables
of the switches. If the matching number of packets in the INT
Source Node and the INT Sink Node is significantly differ-
ent, LossSight can determine that the INT flow is experiencing
routing blackhole. Although LossSight is able to detect black-
hole loss with the assistance of the SDN controller, it cannot
recover the telemetry information carried by packets that are
lost due to this loss pattern. This is because blackholes cause
a large number of continuous packet losses, similarly to an
interrupted communication.

In a real network, various patterns of packet loss often occur
together. Correctly distinguishing different loss patterns is very
important for telemetry information recovery, because some
telemetry items are related to network congestion, including
switch-level metadata Received Packet Count, Port-level meta-
data Link Utilization, Queue-level metadata Receive Overrun
Error Count, etc.

Algorithm 2 describes the proposed loss diagnosis algo-
rithm. Initially, all lost packets are assigned to unknown loss
patterns (lines 2 to 3). Firstly, the algorithm diagnoses conges-
tion loss (lines 9 to 12). Secondly, it diagnoses random loss
(lines 13 to 16). Finally, the algorithm diagnoses blackhole
loss (lines 6 to 7, 17 to 21). Congestion loss is identified
when there is continuous loss whose loss Period >= tgap
or there is at least ncon consequent losses with gaps less
than tgap between back-to-back losses.4 PCk .num is the num-
ber of consecutive lost packets due to potential congestion.
PCk .starttime and PCk .endtime are the start and end times of
continuous packet loss due to potential congestion. k is the
number of potential congestion. Loss period was defined in
Section III-C. In other words, if continuous loss or at least
ncon loss occur within the range of tgap , it is considered
that congestion loss has occurred (lines 9 to 12). Among the
remaining lost packets that are marked as unknown, if the loss
interval is greater than Rth , it is marked as random packet
loss (lines 13 to 16). Blackhole loss is diagnosed by compar-
ing the counter increments at the entry and exit points of the
network. If the Telemetry Server has not received an teleme-
try report for a long time (timeout), it is necessary to detect
whether blackhole loss has occurred (lines 6 to 7). Parameters
involved in Algorithm 2 and their meanings are shown in
Table IV.

4In actual networks, packet loss caused by congestion may also show more
complex characteristics, such as the congestion duration (micro burst), com-
munication mode (Incast), the drop strategy when the port is congested, etc.
Therefore, network administrators should specifically define congestion loss
parameters tgap and ncon based on their own network.

Algorithm 2: Loss Diagnosis Algorithm
Input: Loss Location Matrix: L; Loss Time Matrix: T ;

Number of Telemetry Packets: n .
Output: Loss Diagnosis Matrix: D .

1 Function loss_diagnosis is
// Initialize Matrix D.

2 D = L;
// Diagnosis part.

3 Mark the types of all losses in D as unknown;
4 congestion_loss();
5 random_loss();
6 if TimeNow − TimeLastReport ≥ Tth then
7 blackhole_loss();

8 return D ;

9 Function congestion_loss is
10 for the remaining loss marked as unknown in D do
11 if (duration(Loss Period) >= tgap) ||

(PCk .endtime − PCk .starttime < tgap &&
PCk .num > ncon ) then

12 Mark the types of all losses in this Loss
period in D as congestion;

13 Function random_loss is
14 for the remaining loss marked as unknown in D do
15 if Loss Interval >= Rth then
16 Mark the types of this loss in D as random;

17 Function blackhole_loss is
18 Query the flow match counters of INT Source and

INT Sink;
19 Calculate the counter increment of INT Source and

INT Sink to get ΔCINTSource and ΔCINTSink ;
20 if ΔCINTSource −ΔCINTSink ≥ nbh then
21 Append ΔCINTSource −ΔCINTSink losses as

consecutive blackholes after D ;

TABLE IV
ALGORITHM 2 PARAMETERS AND THEIR MEANING

E. Recovery Component

The impact of lost telemetry information on network mea-
surement [57], network control and network management
cannot be ignored. Therefore, it is necessary for LossSight
to recover the lost telemetry information as much as possible,
thereby complementing the tasks of detection and localization
of the lost telemetry packets.
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Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of recovery process.

The recovery strategy of LossSight adopts different recovery
methods for the different types of lost telemetry information.
Take the queue depth as an example. When the network is con-
gested, the queue depth increases significantly. Distinguishing
between random loss and congested loss is required for the
recovery of lost values of queue depth. In this way, LossSight
could fill in the lost queue value with probabilistically dis-
tributed values in the case of random loss and fill in with larger
values in the case of queue depth losses that are not random
losses (e.g., congestion loss). As commented before, for black-
hole loss, which belongs to the category of network failures,
LossSight does not need to recover the loss of information.

In order to automate the deployment of the above-mentioned
strategies, LossSight uses the generative adversarial network
(GAN) [58] to learn the essential characteristics and loss rules
of lost telemetry information. The recovery model is shown in
Figure 13.

The input data X of the GAN model is the incomplete
telemetry data, the random loss marks, and the congestion loss
marks. Each row of X can be expressed as [telemetry result,
random mark, congestion mark]. The value of random mark
and congestion mark is 0 or 1, and its purpose is to let GAN
know the network status when the packet was lost.

The Generator fills X with a low-dimensional random
variable V :

X̄ = G
{
X̃ ,M , (1−M )� V

}
. (12)

When mj = 1, X̄ij = X̃ij ; When mj = 0, X̄ij is the value
trained by the Generator.

Therefore, in each round of training, the imputed matrix X̂
generated by the Generator can be expressed as

X̂ = M � X̃ + (1−M )� X̄ . (13)

The Generator is trained to generate plausible data. The
other part of GAN is the Discriminator. The Discriminator is
trained to distinguish fake values from real values. Therefore,
the input of the Generator is the original data X , the mask
matrix M and the random variable V . The output of the
Generator is the estimate of the lost values, that is, the imputed

matrix X̂ . The purpose of the Generator is to interfere with
the discrimination result of the Discriminator, and to minimize
the probability of the Discriminator getting the correct result
(that is, judging a value as a fake value).

For loss function of the Generator, we separately discuss the
two cases of X1j lost and X1j not lost. When X1j is lost, the
loss function is the probability of judging the X̂1j generated
by the Generator as loss. When X1j is not missing, the loss
function is the difference between the generated result and the
original data X . Therefore, the loss function of the Generator
is

LG =
∑

LG

(
mj ,D

(
X̂1j , hj , bj

))
+ α ∗ LM

(
X1j , X̂ij

)

= −
∑

i :bi=0

(1−mi )log(m̂i ) + α
∑
i

miLM

(
X1i , X̂1j

)
,

(14)

where α is a hyper-parameter,

LM

(
X1i , X̂1j

)
=

⎧
⎨
⎩

(
X1i − X̂1j

)2
, if X1j is continuous

−X1i log
(
X̂1j

)
, if X1j is binary.

(15)

We define the auxiliary variable B and H :

B = (b1, . . . , bd ) ∈ {0, 1}d , (16)

H = B �M + 0.5(1− B). (17)

B is a matrix composed of random 0 and 1. GAN only trains
the positions where bi = 0. H is the Hint Matrix, which pro-
vides the discriminator with additional information in the form
of “hints.” This hinting ensures that the Generator generates
samples according to the true underlying data distribution.

The input of the Discriminator is the output of the Generator
and the mask matrix M . The output of the Discriminator is
the value of the elements in the estimated matrix M , that
is, the probability that the data is lost (0 or 1), which repre-
sents whether the complete data transmitted is filled by the
Generator. The output of the arbiter is expressed as

m̂j = D
(
X̂1j ,mj

)
. (18)
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Algorithm 3: Loss Recovery Algorithm
Input: Telemetry Result Matrix: Z ; Number of Switches:

n; Batch Size; Hyperparameter; Iterations.
Output: Recovery Result Matrix: R.

1 Function loss_recovery is
2 for i=1, 2, ..., n do
3 X (1, :) = Z (i , :);
4 Mark random X (2, :) or congestion X (3, :)

according to loss_diagnosis(X (1, :));
5 while training loss has not converged do
6 (1) Discriminator optimization;
7 Draw kD samples from the dataset

{(X̃1j ,mj )}kDj=1;

8 Draw kD i.i.d. samples, vj
kD
j=1, of V ;

9 Draw kD i.i.d. samples, bj
kD
j=1, of B ;

10 for j=1, 2, ..., kD do
11 X̄1j ← G(X̃1j ,mj , vj );
12 X̂1j ← mj � X̃1j + (1−mj )� X̄1j ;
13 hj = bj �mj + 0.5(1− bj );

14 Update D using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) according to Equation 19;

15 (2) Generator optimization;
16 Draw kG samples from the dataset

{(X̃1j ,mj )}kDj=1;

17 Draw kD i.i.d. samples, vj
kD
j=1, of V ;

18 Draw kD i.i.d. samples, bj
kD
j=1, of B ;

19 for j=1, 2, ..., kD do
20 hj = bj �mj + 0.5(1− bj );

21 Update G using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) according to Equation 14;

The loss function of the Discriminator is

LD =

⎡
⎣mi log(m̂i ) +

∑
i :bi=0

(1−mi )log(m̂i )

⎤
⎦. (19)

The pseudo code of the loss recovery algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 3. LossSight alternately optimizes Discriminator
(line 6 to 14) and Generator (line 16 to 21). In addition, we
suggest that the default number of columns of Z is set to
10000 (about 0.6-15 MB throughput), which trade-off GAN
performance and traffic characteristics.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In order to verify the performance and overhead of
LossSight, a testbed was built on the Supercomputing
Internet Platform of National Supercomputing Center in
Jinan. As shown in Figure 6, the testbed is composed
of three P4 switches, a Spirent TestCenter, a Spirent
Network Damage Meter, an ONOS (Open Network Operating
System) controller and an INT remote server. P4 switches
are OpenMesh BF-48X8Z, equipped with Barefoot Tofino

Fig. 14. Packet loss rate measurement accuracy of LossSight (using SAM).

Fig. 15. Packet loss rate measurement accuracy of LossSight (using MCM).

programmable switching chip (1.8 Tbps switching capac-
ity) and 48*10GbE (SFP+)/25GbE (SFP28) interfaces,
8*40GbE (QSFP+)/100GbE (QSFP28) interfaces. The Spirent
TestCenter sends and receives packets, and counts the loss rate
as a reference. The frame size is 1024 bytes. The Spirent
Network Damage Meter achieves random packet loss. The
ONOS controller version is 2.2 (Sparrow). The source code
of LossSight is open source [29], and it also supports Mininet
environment. The original data of telemetry experiments have
been published [31].

A. Performance of Detection and Localization

Figure 14 and Figure 15 evaluate the accuracy of the two
marking strategies: SAM and MCM. In general, as P (the
marking period of SAM) and L (the Loss Bit field of MCM)
increase, the loss rate measured by LossSight is very close to
the real loss rate. Firstly, the average measurement deviation
between the measured values using SAM and MCM and the
report values of the Spirent TestCenter is 3.95% and 1.28%,
respectively. As the loss rate increases, SAM and MCM pro-
duce larger detection errors, especially when P = {2, 4} and
L = {1, 2}. The reason is that the probability of continuous
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Fig. 16. Comparison of detection latency between LossSight and LossRadar.

loss increases, and it is difficult for LossSight to detect packet
loss within a marking period. As P and L increase, this error
decreases. Secondly, the detection accuracy of SAM (P = 2)
and MCM (L = 1) is very close because they essentially
implement the same marking strategy.

For packet loss rates of 0% and 10%, LossSight locates the
position of 100% of the packet losses using P > 8 (SAM) and
L > 4 (MCM). It is worth noting that LossSight measures
the actual packet loss experienced by an INT flow, so this
deviation can be regarded as a probabilistic deviation.

For all this, taking into account the accuracy and cost of
telemetry, we recommend that the parameters should be set to
P = 6 (SAM) and L = 3 (MCM).

B. Detection Latency

The detection latency is affected by the path length, the
network rate, the packet interval, the marking period and
the Loss Bit field length. Telemetry Server can only con-
firm packet loss after eliminating the influence of out-of-order
packet. As is shown in Figure 16, we compared the detection
latency of LossSight and LossRadar [21]. The highlighted part
is the latency of the detection algorithm. The remainder of the
total latency is affected by the location of the loss packet.
Two conclusions can be drawn. (1) Triggering by packet loss
events (LossSight) has an inherent advantage over triggering
by polling (LossRadar). It can be observed that LossSight
using SAM or MCM offers more stable values. Loss detec-
tion in LossSight is triggered by the continuous Loss Bit filed
values, so there is no need for an excessive waiting time.
Since the confirmation latency of MCM (L = 2) is shorter
than SAM (P = 6), the detection speed of MCM is faster
than SAM. (2) The average latency of detection algorithm is
affected by the packet arrival interval. In this experiment, SAM
is approximately 2X that of MCM in terms of the average
latency of detection algorithm. Moreover, LossRadar detec-
tion delay depends on the query period, and the query period
of LossRadar is usually 10 ms.

The detection latency of SAM and MCM for different values
of P and L is evaluated in Figure 17 and Figure 18, respec-
tively. As can be observed, the greater the parameter P or L,
the greater the detection latency. In the case of SAM, because
the INT packets do not carry sequence information, the detec-
tion latency is worse than MCM, also presenting a long-tail
effect. In both cases, most of the loss detection can be com-
pleted in a few milliseconds. In addition, in the case of MCM,

Fig. 17. Detection latency of LossSight (using SAM).

Fig. 18. Detection latency of LossSight (using MCM).

TABLE V
ALGORITHM 2 PARAMETER SETTINGS

the main contribution to the detection latency is the network
latency.

C. Performance of Diagnosis

Judging the accuracy of diagnosis is a difficult work,
because, currently, there is no an accurate definition of random
loss and congestion loss. Most existing works use their own
evaluation criteria as the diagnostic reference on their private
dataset, e.g., [32] and [21]. In order to objectively conclude the
diagnostic performance, we evaluated the performance of the
proposed loss diagnosis algorithm (Algorithm 2) when there
is only a single loss pattern, and when there are mixed loss
patterns. In the first case, we consider only random loss pat-
tern (Figure 19) or congestion loss pattern (Figure 20). For the
second case, Figure 21 shows the results when both random
loss and congestion loss patterns are present. The diagnosis
parameters are detailed in Table V.

The following metrics are obtained:
Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN),
Precision = TP/(TP+FP),
Recall = TP/(TP+FN),

where TP: True Positive, TN: True Negative, FP: False
Positive, FN: False Negative.

For the telemetry results with only random losses, we ana-
lyzed the influence of different Rth values on the diagnosis
results under different random loss rates {0.1%, 0.5%, 1%,
5%, and 10%} (see Figure 19). When the packet loss rate
is low (<0.5%), the obtained values for accuracy, precision,
and recall of Algorithm 2 are 100%. That is, Algorithm 2
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Fig. 19. Diagnostic results if single loss pattern (random loss): (a) Rth = 5 ms, (b) Rth = 10 ms, (c) Rth = 50 ms.

Fig. 20. Diagnostic results if single loss pattern (congestion loss).

can correctly diagnose random losses. When the loss rate is
high, the accuracy and recall values obtained by Algorithm 2
decrease, but they are still higher than 84.6%. The reason is
that as the loss rate and Rth increase, LossSight classifies
some random losses as congestion losses. After analyzing the
obtained results, we suggest that when LossSight is deployed,
Rth can be set as 1.5 * the average random packet loss interval.

For telemetry results only with congestion losses, we ana-
lyzed the influence of different tgap and ncon values on the
diagnosis results (see Figure 20). As tgap increases or ncon
decreases, the accuracy and recall rates of the diagnostic
algorithm increase, but precision rate is always 100%. The
values of tgap and ncon have a greater impact on diagnosis
performance. Therefore, we suggest that in the actual deploy-
ment of LossSight, tgap and ncon should be tuned to achieve
better diagnostic performance.

For telemetry results with mixed loss patterns, we compared
the diagnostic performance of LossSight and LossRadar (see
Figure 21). The adjustable parameters are set to: Rth = 10,
tgap = 50 and ncon = 5. The probability of random
loss is 0.1%. The result is shown in Figure 21. In general,
LossSight relies on marking information for loss diagno-
sis, while LossRadar relies on the packet header information
reported by switches (which offers a more adequate diagnosis
basis). LossRadar first detects burst losses and then diag-
noses all root causes. The algorithm is more complex and the

Fig. 21. Diagnostic results if mixed loss patterns.

results are more accurate. LossSight only relies on marking
and timestamps, so the precision is slightly lower. However,
for the blackhole pattern, LossSight outperforms LossRadar.

In summary, we recommend that network administrators
apply LossSight to diagnose single loss pattern and, then, they
should obtain and adjust the optimal values of Rth , tgap and
ncon consequently.

D. Performance of Recovery

We compared the performance of LossSight and some
existing recovery algorithms. Statistics-based methods include
LastVF, MeanVF, MedianVF and ComVF [38]. Machine
learning-based methods include KNN [39] and EM [40].
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF RECOVERY PERFORMANCE (MSE) OF DIFFERENT RECOVERY SCHEMES

Matrix-based and tensor-based recovery algorithms are not
suitable for INT systems. Some parameters of LossSight
(GAN) are: Batch Size = 128, Hyperparameter = 100,
Iterations = 10000.

We use MSE as the indicator of the performance of the
compared recovery algorithms under different packet loss pat-
terns [31]. The results are shown in Table VI. On the whole,
LossSight (GAN) and LastVF have significant advantages. In
6 of the 11 evaluated datasets, LossSight (GAN) achieved the
best results. For the mixed-pattern loss, LossSight has high sta-
bility. This shows that the strategy of LossSight of recovering
by distinguishing different types of packet loss is effective. In
addition, the distribution of packet loss patterns affects recov-
ery performance. Different recovery algorithms have different
recovery performances for different packet loss patterns. The
recovery performance of LastVF and LossSight to congestion
loss is better than random loss. The recovery performance of
MeanVF, MedianVF and ComVF to random loss is better than
that of congestion loss.

E. Performance Improvement for In-Band Network Telemetry

The switch queue depth is an important indicator for
network congestion monitoring [59] or congestion con-
trol [12]. When network is severely congested, packet loss
will cause that queue depth telemetry results are not available
and, consequently, network administrators will misunderstand
that network is in good condition. In this section, we evaluated
the use of LossSight for monitoring the loss of INT packets
carrying switch queue depth information.

The switch queue depth is 64. The switch adopts weighted
random early detection (WRED) mechanism to avoid conges-
tion. The lower threshold is 48 and the upper threshold is
64. When the queue depth is below the lower threshold, the
drop probability is 0%. When the queue depth is between the
lower and the upper thresholds, the drop probability is 50%.
When the queue depth is higher than the upper threshold, the
drop probability is 100%. The reference telemetry results are
subject to the log records of P4 switch.

Figure 22 compares the queue depth information obtained
from the sending of 1200 INT telemetry packets, with and
without using LossSight, and considering 0.1% random loss
+ congestion loss. First of all, the INT telemetry results

Fig. 22. The intuitive impact of LossSight on INT.

without LossSight are not comprehensive. The Telemetry
Server receives 1,155 telemetry reports (96.25%). 45 teleme-
try reports (3.75%) are lost. Using LossSight, all INT packet
losses are detected. The result of the diagnosis algorithm is
2 random losses (0.17%) and 43 congestion losses (3.58%).
Secondly, for congestion loss (INT indices from 839 to
865 and a duration about 300 ms), the recovered values by
LossSight are very close to the reference telemetry result. MSE
is 21.3458.

In summary, LossSight can make up for the shortcomings of
the existing INT system that cannot sense the loss of telemetry
packets. On the basis of detecting and locating loss, LossSight
can learn the feature distribution of telemetry results, and make
the telemetry results close to the real ones by recovering.

F. Overhead

We analyzed the overhead in communication, memory and
forwarding caused by LossSight and other existing solutions.

Compared with OpenNetMon [19], FlowRadar [20],
LossRadar [21] and INT_DETECT [26], the overhead of
LossSight is almost negligible. Because LossSight does not
poll switches or construct probes, it only needs a few bits
of INT telemetry packets to implement the loss detection.
Compared with INT-XD and INT-MX, the number of INT
packets reported by LossSight is only 1/n , where n is
the number of switches. Therefore, LossSight overhead is
extremely low.

Using LossSight, each node maintains a counter for each
flow, and the number of bits of the counter depends on the
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Fig. 23. Throughput measurement results.

period of SAM and MCM to perform 100% accuracy statis-
tics [60]. Taking SAM as an example, when period is 8, the
length of each counter is 3 bits. Therefore, 1 KB of memory
supports 2730 flows and 4 KB memory supports 10922 flows.
The memory requirement on an INT node only grows linearly
with the number of telemetry flows instead with the number
of telemetry packets.

As shown in Figure 23, we evaluated the effects of non-use
of INT, standard INT, and LossSight on the packet process-
ing capability of switches. The packet lengths were 64 bytes,
512 bytes, 1024 bytes, and 1518 bytes, respectively. We found
that INT has very little impact on the packet forwarding capa-
bility. Compared with INT, LossSight has almost no impact
on packet processing capabilities.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we would like to remark the idea that in-
band network telemetry does not offer telemetry information
through an isolated channel, but INT is affected by real
network behavior. For that reason, researchers must pay atten-
tion to the impact of potential packet loss on network telemetry
results.

After evaluating the proposed LossSight system, we identify
three main aspects that will focus on our future work in order
to improve LossSight potential.

Firstly, important characteristics of AM-PM method are its
simplicity and efficiency to obtain measurements of network
delay and packet loss. Making full use of coding rules of Loss
Bit field to enable LossSight to carry more abundant measure-
ment information is an interesting direction that should be
studied.

In addition, how to recover the lost information more accu-
rately is still an important aspect worthy of research for
LossSight. It is necessary to investigate the deep-seated causes
of the packet loss and analyze the correlation between the
packet loss and the telemetry information to achieve an accu-
rate recovery of the lost information. A precise knowledge of
network topology and traffic characteristics is also relevant in
this task.

Finally, it is necessary to expand the application scenar-
ios of LossSight. A future line of work is the integration
of LossSight in existing advanced network telemetry appli-
cations, including network measurement, network closed-loop
control, and network management. It is important to further
evaluate the performance improvement that LossSight system
offers to these network telemetry applications. Since some

network telemetry applications are not open source, we can
only evaluate a few applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed, implemented, and evalu-
ated the LossSight system, a packet loss monitoring system
for in-band network telemetry. LossSight includes the func-
tions of packet loss detection, location, diagnosis and recovery
required for in-band network telemetry. LossSight solves the
detection and measurement of INT packet loss by alternate-
marking telemetry packets. From incomplete in-band network
telemetry data, LossSight can automatically deduce and fill the
lost telemetry information and output the complete telemetry
information. Experiment results show that LossSight provides
high detection and recovery accuracy with extremely low over-
head, and can further improve the performance of network
monitoring, control and management.
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